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FRAMED FOR MURDER: THE ART OF SOLVING CRIME.

Numair A. Abbasi

All criminal cases have one thing in common – experienced 
investigators. No matter how complicated or seemingly obvious a case 
may be, good detectives will always approach the investigation in 
the same methodical way. The following is a manual that outlines 
strategic guidelines and encompasses crucial aspects to be borne in 
mind when attempting to solve crimes, and to corner the culprits 
before they can erase their traces.

1. Good blood. Bad blood

Blood stains are vocally generous in replaying history. They are no 
secret keepers. Any presence of blood suggests that the criminal was 
hasty and negligent for foregoing a brim-full of evidence.

Clue Butterfly, Samina Islam, needlework on inkjet print on canvas, 10 x 14.5 cm, 2017



Clue Bride's Shoe, Samina Islam, needlework on inkjet print on canvas, 32 x 32 cm, 2017

Clue Handkerchief, Samina Islam, needlework on inkjet print on canvas, 29 x 25 cm, 2017



Observe the blood. Is it a violent splatter or a gentle outpour? 
Does it drip or does it flow? Follow the blood. Does it form a trail? 
Does it have a point of origin and an end? Analyse the site of the 
blood. Which direction would the murderer have had to attack from 
to achieve the visible stains in that particular location? Test the 
blood. Is it human? Is it the victim's? Does it respond positive for 
any lethal poison? The suspect may be a lot cleverer than one may 
give him or her credit for. It is possible that the blood work is 
orchestrated to mislead one from the actual cause of death. However, 
bear in mind that no lead should be underestimated at all times.

Veteran investigators can not only deduce the approximate height of 
their main suspect, but can also calculate the criminal's dominant 
handedness, just by extrapolating the angle of the bloodstains and 
using those marks to plot their positions as the victim and culprit 
respectively.

Clue Shumaila in Park, Samina Islam, Needlework on inkjet print on canvas, 16.5 x 16.5 cm, 2017



Honour Killed, Mir Dostak, gouache on wasli, 75 x 48 cm, 2017



2. Bring forth the body

In any crime investigation it is paramount that the body be 
identified at its earliest. Obtaining their name and age enables 
one to gather information regarding their family, career, and can 
reciprocate with a thorough background on their life. Any delays 
will give the culprit leverage to escape if they are from the 
victim's immediate social circle.

However, it is possible that the corpse is unidentified or severely 
mutilated beyond recognition. In either case, one must not lose hope 
as a cadaver provides several routes to trace the context and reason 
of murder, that may eventually lead to the murderer themselves. 
Forensics is an essential process; inspect the contents in between 
the teeth and inside the digestive tract for any signs of poisonous 
consumption. Check the bruises, torn clothes, the under-nails for 
any displays of restraint from the victim as well as for any 
foreign DNA. An X-Ray might reveal broken bones that may otherwise 
be undetectable.

A close inspection of the wounds can narrate the method of murder 
and the weapons used. The kind of injuries – lacerations, punctures 
or constrictions – combined with the analysis of the blood stains 
(if any) will project the series of events that led up to the victim's 
death.

3. Retrace the footprint

Another potential lead to the murderer can be excavated by perusing 
the victim's digital footprint. Browse through their virtual presence 
and rake through their last exchanges.

Their cellular phones can be used to track their verbal and written 
conversations. The investigator can use the GPS  on the device to 
redraw the last locations the victim circulated around – charting 
their movement into a divulging drawing that may link them to key 
venues and to more potential suspects. The investigator may also 
apply the same practice on their chief suspects to create a more 
complex map.

Thoroughly scan the surveillance and keep an eye out for the 
potential criminal. He or she may have followed the victim around. 
They may be visible in videos from various sites. They may have 
obscured their face. They may have trailed the victim for days.



Try to configure the offender's stratagem by interpreting every 
scene of the video. Do not undermine even a pixel as a possible clue. 
The expressions, the signboards, the bodily gestures, the car plate 
number; everything is vital information.

Watching, Feroza Gulzar, video (edition of 3 + 1 AP), 180 seconds, 2017

Skim through their social media. Relive the history of their immediate 
past through their photos, videos, and chats. The investigator should 
put themselves in the victim's shoes in order to anticipate likely 
threats.

4. Dismantling the frozen motive

Perhaps a segmented and strenuous exercise in this entire process 
is to unravel the mystery behind the motives. The investigator must 
solely decipher the layout since in most cases the witnesses and the 
evidence will be unaware of the reasons that encouraged the murder.

A lot can be deduced by the casualty's lifestyle. Was the victim 
born with a silver spoon? Did the deceased possess substantial 
wealth that attracted some unwarranted and unsolicited attention? 
Sieve through the victim's heirlooms, jewels and any other valuable 
acquisitions. Survey the material and digital assets, and the legal 
documents. The investigator may find undertones of plausible 
familial or work-place disputes.

It is not necessary that money may be the sole motive behind the



Bull Choker 1, Affan Baghpati, 925 sterling silver, yellow Aqeeq, 24 karat 
gold plated, Dori, variable, 2017

Clue Desi Honeymoon, Samina Islam, needlework on inkjet print on canvas, 21.5 x 16.5 cm, 2017



murder. As in many cases, the grisly crimes are ignited by intangible 
catalysts – love, envy, fear, or even the thrill of an impulsive crime 
(which may suggest the involvement of a sociopath or a psychopath, 
manoeuvring the investigator to near the case entirely differently).

Once the clouded purpose is calculated and the mist before it settles, 
the inspector must conclude whether the motive remains vacant, or 
has been fulfilled. Doing so will grant them a lax access into the 
depths of this investigation and will also abet them to edit the 
chief suspects as well as evidence on the basis of relevance.

Horse Earrings 3, Affan Baghpati, 925 sterling silver, yellow Aqeeq, 5.5 x 3 cm, 2017



Ode to Mr. Brown, Rabia S. Akhtar, gouache on wasli, 100 x 63 cm, 2017



5. The blow of the trumpet

Traversing across the victim's digital history can also disclose 
ominous signs that signal their life may have been in danger. 
It informs one of their political and religious stance, and of 
probable differences in opinions which could have escalated to 
radical animosity. Interpret their expressions, the nature of their 
conversations, the sort of status updated that may suggest an 
impending risk to their life (which the nescient individuals were 
unable to diagnose).

Go through the victim's bank statements, and check for any 
suspicious activity such as unusually large cash transactions or 
deposits, cancellation of or change in transactions, or any transfer 
of potentially fraudulent cash.

Speak to their colleagues, friends and family and anyone likely to 
have had an interaction with the victim in their last days. Ask 
them to recount not just the contents of the spoken conversation 
but the visible behaviour of the victim as well. Were they calm 
and collected, or disoriented and jittery? This will help decipher 
whether the killing was truly unanticipated, or whether the horn 
of death was blowing the announcement from much before; only to 
slip off deaf ears.

6. The web of conversations

The other vital process of solving any crime is the interrogation of 
all the suspects. The investigator must learn to not only construe the 
responses of the interrogee like some convoluted work of literature, 
but must also prove their expertise on behavioural psychology. Be 
wary that the perpetrator of this horrific crime may dissuade them 
from chasing a prospective lead and may digress in their responses, 
ineluctably weaving a serpentine dialogue. It is the responsibility 
of the investigator to untangle the extracts from this inquisition.

Connect the dots and thread the answers to formulate semblance. 
Cross-check their reactions with not just the plethora of evidence 
dispensable, but also with the accounts expressed by the other 
suspects. Like a series of puzzle pieces, they must lay the accumulated 
testimonies next to each other and resolve the incongruities in 
between.

The detective must be a step ahead of his key suspect at all times



and probe questions that are excavated from his or her own reactions. 
Similar to a game of chess, they must anticipate the opponent's move 
as well as their own to eventually corner the culprit in their own 
web of disjointed statements.

As Old as Time, Roohi Ahmed, wooden chairs and silk thread, 92 x 138 x 46 cm, 2017

7. The silent witness to the prosecution

While the human witnesses can be assembled to speak up – and most 
likely will – these inanimate objects are witnesses too but unable 
to retell the harrowing atrocity they had to live. It is imperative 
that the investigator perceives every object at the crime site as 
substantial evidence, and lends a voice to these silent bodies. After 
all, the walls have ears and eyes as well.

To be able to develop the required acumen the investigator must 
re-imagine themselves as an organism with sensory organs manifold. 
They should be all seeing and all hearing. The multiple eyes as well 
as a sensuous reactivity will aid them in acquiring the cognizance 
to let themselves be perceptive and susceptible.

Examine every grain, every mark that any of the items have inscribed



Whatever 1, Razin Rubin, gouache on wasli, 94 x 63.5 cm, 2017

upon themselves. Take note of their settings if they have shifted 
from their original location. The situated actions will assist 
in determining the activities – and the chronology – preceding 
the murder. By scrutinizing the articles and their memory the 
investigator must demand the items to tell the history they have 
witnessed and have embedded within themselves.



Clue Dagger, Samina Islam, needlework on inkjet print on canvas, 39 x 17.5 cm, 2017



Clue Crime Scene, Samina Islam, needlework on inkjet print on canvas, 23 x 23 cm, 2017

8. Dripping water penetrates the stone

The last and most important requisite in any criminal investigation 
is perseverance. Time is a major factor in solving murders, and 
though one is familiar with the rule that the first forty eight 
hours are the most crucial – these are not the only moments that 
can govern the direction of an investigation. The inspector must 
remain undeterred and beware of red herrings; they should not let 
themselves be thrown off the scent. Understandably, to assess the 
real from the concocted can get overbearing but the individual 
should valiantly stand undefeated and challenge the overwhelming 
cacophony produced, grabbing it by its horns.

Lapses in time – from months to decades – can overturn filed and



Horse on Spoon 2, Affan Baghpati, brass, 24 karat gold plated, 3 x 6 x 8.5 cm, 2017

Horse on Spoon 3, Affan Baghpati, brass, 24 karat gold plated, 4 x 7 x 0.75 cm, 2017



closed cases as they suddenly become solvable. Advanced technology 
catches up with evidence from a bygone time, which expedites any 
inclusion or exclusion of a suspect from an investigation. More 
importantly, over the course of time, friendships end, relationships 
terminate, loyalties deflect, and human conscience swells. Interrogation 
conducted after years can yield surprising results.

As long as the sapient investigators do not charge into the inquisition 
like a bull at the gate, and establish patience, optimism, and level 
headedness, they leave a very narrow leeway behind for the criminal 
to escape through.

Clue Hand Print, Samina Islam, needlework on inkjet print on canvas, 41 x 37 cm, 2017



Affan Baghpati's work is 
a combination of collected, 
altered and made objects. These 
discarded metal objects that were 
once functional in Pakistani 
household, are sold to the metal 
wholesellers to melt down hours 
of craftsmanship, history, and 
heritage to retrieve copper and 
brass for resale. To him, the 
aesthetics of these objects, which 
are no longer in production 
process, are intriguing and rare 
finds. As an extension to his 
investigation of object, most 

of the collected objects in his field research inform the design, 
aesthetic and form of the product range of sterling silver jewelry 
pieces.

Affan Baghpati is a graduate of Indus Valley School of Art and 
Architecture from the department of Fine Art and is now enrolled 
for his Post Graduate Art and Design Studies at SVAD, Beaconhouse 
National University. He has performed performances during his 
undergraduate school years. His recent work includes installations 
using taxidermy, discarded furniture and metal artifacts. His studio 
practice revolves around ideas of taste and aesthetics where design 
and form are some of his key concerns.

Born and brought up in Quetta, 
Pakistan, Feroza Gulzar finished 
her Bachelors in Fine Art from 
Indus Valley School of Art and 
Architecture, Karachi in 2016.

The video installation in "Who 
Killed Shumaila?" is about 
Shumaila, who went missing and 
was later found dead, but no one 
ever got to know who killed her.

Excerpts from the statement of a
resident (Flat #09) from the same 

building who was standing in his balcony at the time Shumaila 
accessed her building before being reported as missing.



"On a Saturday evening, May 26 2016, a girl entered in the apartments. 
She had a few words with the gatekeeper at the entrance. Assuming 
she lived there for about a year now, it must have been about her 
usual timings as she often came home late. I was in my balcony 
finishing my second cigarette to head back inside. It was around 
7:00-8:00 if I recall when I saw her. She entered the lift with two 
other men and an elderly woman. It took her a little longer than 
usual for the lift to open after the woman got off. From my balcony 
I could see Her take out the keys to unlock the door, I went back 
inside shortly after that."

Excerpts from the statement of another resident (flat #23) of the 
building from her balcony on the same day.

"Around 7:00 in the evening I stepped out of my apartment into the 
balcony to hang some of the clothes I had been washing. It was a 
nice weather outside compared to my stuffy room so I stayed a little 
longer, I was looking out into the distant, focused on something I 
don't remember when a girl got out of a car. I saw her get into a 
small argument with the gatekeeper, must be about the rent. You 
know how difficult it gets for working ladies to manage everything. 
I then noticed that it wasn't just me looking at the argument from 
my balcony. There was Bashir as well, standing in his balcony and 
looking down at that girl with his filthy eyes. He is such a nuisance 
for the whole community. I went inside before he could stare at me."

Excerpts from the statement of the gatekeeper:

"It must have been about 7:30 when Shumaila Baji got dropped off 
by a car. She looked very scared and almost dropped her keys twice. 
I asked her what's wrong and if she needs any help upon which 
she shouted at me to mind my own business. I have worked as a 
gatekeeper here for almost 7 years now so I know all the people in 
this building and their regular guests. She was expecting one of her 
colleagues who had her keys. In curiosity I went inside to check the 
CCTV footage to check if everything was alright with her. She went 
inside her apartment but never came out of it in the footage and 
the cameras stopped working."

    



Mir Dostak's work depicts the 
pain and grief of losing a 
beloved. Hence he has tried to 
show this through X-Ray images. 
X-Rays have a feel of energy 
to them depicting the internal 
state of the human body. His 
work focuses on the fact that 
pain and injuries caused by 
violence is probably not felt by 
everyone in our society, unless 
the individual has been through 
some similar experience. Having 
lost a belove beloved in an act 
of violence; this body of his 

work is dedicated to those who have been through the same 
emotions.

The X-ray doesn't show any obvious wound, it is a way of looking 
inside and searching for a cause. His work opposes racism and 
promotes racial tolerance.

Mir Dostak is a Bachelor of Fine Arts from National College of Arts Lahore.

Sound is a medium Muddasir Sheikh 
uses for storytelling. By manipulating 
found and designed sounds he creates 
vague and mysterious atmospheres, 
often incorporating offbeat humor 
and chance encounters in his work. 
His interest lies in highlighting 
matters that usually go unnoticed.

His belief is that open-ended stories 
tell us much more than we realize. 
The vague narrative stimulates our 
imagination and transports us to new 
places if we are willing to go there.

The way he perceived his recent 
project "Who Killed Shumaila?" is in collaboration with the other 
artists taking part in the show. Listening to their perspectives 
and ideas he created three individual sound pieces. Each piece 
is dedicated to the space where the artists are displaying their 



Rabia S. Akhtar's work is composed 
of a series of escapist, visual 
narratives derived from memory, 
nostalgia, history and experience. 
Fiction and reality amalgamate 
to create transcended tales and 
scenarios, which occur in a secret, 
star speckled world. In order to 
experience the sensation of an 
otherworldly kingdom, she frequently 
explores unfamiliar locations. The 
delight of strange architecture, 
haphazard conversations with 
strangers and other fickle elements   

from the escapade stir fantastical, subjective images with their own stories.

Born in 1992, Rabia S. Akhtar is a Karachi based visual artist. She received 
her BFA from Indus Valley School of Art and Architecture, Karachi in 2015. 
Rabia majored in Miniature Painting and minored in Painting. At present, she 
is learning the art of caricature and storyboarding, as well as working on 
her next body of work.

work. These soundtracks add a new dimension of storytelling to 
the crime committed. The sounds combined with the visual works 
will give the audience a deeper experience and connection with 
what they are experiencing.

Mudassir Sheikh is a graduate of Indus Valley School of Art and 
Architecture from the department of Communication Design and 
Filmmaking. Sheikh is a self-taught musician and has played 
in various bands over the years. He is currently making solo 
music under his moniker "MU". Sheikh works as a freelance sound 
designer, music composer and video editor in addition to working 
on individual projects. His experience with filmmaking includes 
working on music videos and lo-fi short films. Highly inspired 
by experimental songwriters and independent cinema, he draws 
inspiration from various mediums ranging from music, words and 
a variety of films.



Shumaila Khanum is an ordinary 
woman; observed and judged by the 
people around her. The fear of 
constantly being eyed by known and 
unknown strangers in her life, whom 
she cannot put into oblivion, has 
drawn the colours out of her life. 
She breathes, but does not live. The 
eyeballs in Razin Rubin's work 
represent the society – gives us an 
insight into Shumaila's little world 
and how she tries to hide from them.

Razin Rubin was born in 1994 
in Sukkur, Sindh, situated on the west bank of River Indus. During 
her time in Sukkur she was more focused on drawing and won a 
number of awards for her school. Rubin decided to take her art 
practice forward and came to Karachi to study art in 2013, and 
received her B.F.A with a distinction in thesis from Indus Valley 
School of Art and Architecture, Karachi in 2016. Rubin has explored 
various disciplines in art, but her art practice is primarily 
focused on miniature painting, photography and video. Her work has 
been exhibited in Pakistan and she has taken part in two artist 
residencies. Rubin currently lives and works in Karachi.

Spoke, Stated, Asked, Remarked, Added, 
Inquired, Begged, Answered, Replied, 
Responded, Acknowledged, Explained, 
Smirked, Laughed, Shouted, Yelled, 
Screamed, Exclaimed, Stammered, 
Stuttered, Demanded, Hissed, Fumed, 
Thundered, Snapped, Sneered, 
Commanded, Ordered, Insisted, Whined, 
Cried, Sobbed, Groaned, Mumbled, 
Muttered, Whispered, Thought, 
Wondered, Pondered.

Roohi Ahmed holds a graduate 
degree in fine arts from the 

University of New South Wales, Australia. She is Associate Professor 
at the Indus Valley School of Art and Architecture and has been 
part of various workshops and residencies in Pakistan and abroad.



Samina Islam's work is a combination 
of photography and embroidery. 
Experimentation with thread on 
images is what she explores and finds 
a deeper meaning while doing so. 
The repetitive nature of embroidery 
is therapeutic and in some way 
addictive.

For this project she has used old 
family photographs and images of her 
mother. Giving a personal twist to 
the mystery "Who killed Shumaila?" 
made it more intriguing for her. I 

She doesn't work with a set plan, the work evolves during each piece and it 
starts following a path of it's own.

Brought up in the Netherlands, Pakistani-Dutch artist, Islam moved 
back to Pakistan later in life. She got her Fine Art Diploma in 
2002 with Distinction from Studio Art. She pursued her love for 
photography by attaining a Photography Diploma and incorporating 
photography in her art practice. She creates mixed media pieces, 
which include embroidery and photographs.

She has exhibited nationally and internationally. Her art has been 
used for book cover "Dhaka Dust" by Dilruba Ahmed, winner of 
the 2010 Katharine Bakeless Nason prize for poetry. She has also 
provided the album cover for "Insomnia" by music artist Audien 
(Nate Rathbun), Grammy nominee 2014.

She lives and works in Karachi, where she heads the Art Department 
of Karachi Grammar School (College section).

Her prolific works in different media have been widely acclaimed both 
locally and internationally. Ahmed's works explore the relationship between 
ontological realities and human existence and the consequences caused by 
degeneration of social, political and religious realities. She works from 
Karachi.



WHO KILLED SHUMAILA?

Shanzay Subzwari

[The following is an extract of a chronological series of entries from 
Shumaila's digital diary that she maintained in an inconspicuous 
folder on her laptop. The Police found and confiscated this as 
potential evidence at the crime scene on 23 May 2017]

13 May, 2016

Dear Diary,
Had a great day. Everything went really smooth- the new lights were 
phenomenal, and the shoot didn't take too long either. I've hired a 
new assistant, Sara, who is really helpful. She seems to have a good 
eye for everything and is picking up things really fast. I guess 
stressing over this aspect was pointless. I think I might have found 
the right person after all!

Anyhow, I guess the short film will be in post-production soon. 
Fingers crossed; let's see where it goes! It's so damn stressful to 
work in those locations and the heat isn't helping much, but my 
team makes it all worth it.

Okay super sleepy now, signing off! xx
-S

Clue Fingerprinting, Samina Islam, needlework on inkjet print on canvas, 19.5 x 38 cm, 2017



Whatever 3, Razin Rubin, gouache on wasli, 48 x 48 cm, 2017

2 June, 2016

Dear Diary,
Ufff!!! It's so damn hot and the editing is taking time too. Hate it 
when last-minute issues come up. We need to get this done before 
Ramadan begins - otherwise everything will be pushed ahead to 
July. I don't get time to write much anymore, but will try to be 
more regular.

Btw, Sarah told me she heard Asad mention having a bit of a heated 
argument with some men who heard we were filming in that area, but 
he shooed them away. Hope we're done with all our shots without 
any interference. We have all our permits so shouldn't be an issue.



H got me a bag full of dark chocolate. So excited!! Only thing that 
made me happy today :D

Accha, time to sleep. Night!! xx
-S

6 June, 2016

Damn!!! Woke up late for my first Sehri and could only have water!! 
The siren's still blazing. This is so not fair; I have a long day 
today yaar. Guess I'll see how I feel once I'm up again and decide 
what to tell the team about today's schedule. -S

19 June, 2016

Dear Diary, 
Haven't written properly in a while.  Have been quite off everything. 
Only get to work properly after Iftar. Akbar Sahib called to lend 
some words of advice - more precautionary than encouraging. He's 
like "I know you have their best interests at heart, lekin ehtiyaat 
se chalna beta, yahan kuch bhi ho sakta hai".

Matlab I get him, but why does everything have to be so difficult 
here?

Anyhow, Sara hasn't been well so our evening meetings aren't as 
productive. The shots seem promising and Asad's got the editing 
under control but the intern seems slackish. Seemed like a nice boy 
at first but now a little shady, like his mind's always somewhere 
else. Hmm. Maybe I just need to sleep, lol.

Dinner with H tomorrow. Only thing I'm looking forward to!

Gooood nightttttttttt xx,

-S

4 July 2016

Diary!
Damn, tomorrow is Eid and have no clothes, nothing. I'm going to 
Hyderabad to spend the chuttis with Mama Baba there so will just 
head out to Dolmen and pick something from Agha Noor or something. 
Those clothes are always my saviours! They're so convenient and 
wearable.



The team wants to chill for Chand Raat and so thought I'd write 
now. After all, we know what kind of results that kind of 'chilling' 
will bring :p

Also, intern boy hasn't shown up or responded in the last few days 
so I have a mind to kick him off the team now. What am I paying 
him for?? Asad doesn't seem to mind him much but I do. Hate it when 
people are unprofessional.

Accha, heading out now. Shall write after Eid! Xx
-S

8 July 2016

Diary!
Back from Hyd, just got to Khi. Had an eventful Eid - the first day 
went as pretty much every year goes. Good food, same relatives, same 
conversations.

On the second day, Mama was super sweet to the point that it seemed 
fishy. Turns out she had invited some rishta people over for lunch 
without telling me!!! I was SO MAD. Khair, I survived the ordeal. Told 
them I'm a filmmaker in Karachi who lives on her own, and gave 
ghastly details of the current documentary we're working on. You 
should have seen the aunty's expression at that point, hahaha. The 
guy wasn't talking much and was 0.1 percent my type. They obviously 
(and hopefully) won't be back.

Today is H's birthday. Not sure what to do? Thinking of ideas. 
Meeting with the team now so dinner is the only option I guess xx

-S

6 August 2016

Dear Diary,
Just got some GREAT news!!! Our previous doc has been shortlisted for 
the Atlanta Film Festival!!!! They wrote to say that it was incredibly 
promising. The team is jubilant!! We'll find out the final results in 
a few weeks. If it happens, this will be amazing. It'll be a much-
awaited break and we'll finally get to travel!!! We've been working 
for too long.

On a different note, I've been noticing some interesting chemistry 
between Asad and Sara. Hmmmm. Oh, and our intern boy returned from



the dead after a month of his disappearance. I finally remember his 
name now - Noman. Told him off, and he just shrugged his shoulders 
saying he was sick!! And gave no response to why he didn't bother 
informing us. The AUDACITY! Asad insists I don't kick him out 
because he's got potential. Frankly, I don't see it, but I agreed for 
this one time. Just have an uneasy feeling about that boy.

Akbar Sahab called again to give some advice. Told him about 
Atlanta and he was overjoyed, he's praying we get it.

The weather is getting better! And I'm getting happier :-) xx
-S

Horse Earrings 1, Affan Baghpati, 925 sterling silver, green enamel, 4 x 3.5 cm, 2017



Clue Bride, Samina Islam, needlework on inkjet print on canvas, 25 x 16 cm, 2017



22 August 2016

Happy birthday TO ME!!!

Saw the film progress today; it seems very much seamless. Just voice-
overs and narration need to be worked on. Asad's doing a fantastic 
job, which reminds me him and Sara are DEF a thing, we've all 
started teasing them about it, haha.

H is doing something for me, I KNOW IT, cuz the team's acting shady 
and just being weird overall, sneaking out and speaking in hushed 
voices :-) It'll be horrible if they aren't and I'm just imagining 
things, lol. Sara and Noman are out dealing with some Uncle who had 
an issue with some of our shots because he claims he owns that area 
and he wasn't 'asked'. Bhai, NOC hai. Khair, that'll be over soon.

Okay, taking an off now! I deserve it today. Damn I'm old xx

-S

23 August 2016

WE GOT IT!!! WE'RE GOING TO ATLANTA NEXT MAY!!!!!!!!! OUR FILM GOT 
SLECETD AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!! WOW CANT TYPE 
PROPELY SO HAPPYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY

90 Days, Rabia S. Akhtar, gouache on wasli, 58 x 63 cm, 2017



Wow, this is what you call fate!!!!! I literally applied last minute!! 
This was meant to be. Hahaha, you need to check the team out, they're 
going insane!!! Best post-bday present ever. Need to tell Akbar Sahab!!

BYE xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
-S

28 September 2016

Dear Diary,
How are you? It's been so long! Khair, quick updates on everything:

-The documentary is done done done done DONE! SO PROUD of our team. 
Have a meeting with the bank for the remaining amount, and will 
arrange for a local screening soon.

-Starting our US  visa processes soon, may need to go to Isloo for 
that but will confirm. If Trump wins, we're screwed. As if that will 
ever happen, haha

-Sara told me she found out Noman is Khwaja Dar's close relative?? 
WTF. We have an entire sequence in our documentary based on that 
man's alleged involvement in that area... and that boy didn't say a 
word. Matlab open jokes about him. Wow, hope Noman doesn't get us 
screwed. Will keep an eye on him.

- Had some sleepless nights, thinking of asking my doc about it
-S

15 October 2016

Dear Diary,
The weather is gorgeous! Blue skies and greenery everywhere. Enjoying 
chai in the garden these days. It's amazing how much the weather 
can affect one's mood. H has been coming over super often and we've 
been chilling, it's been fun ;) Was telling him about how I freaked 
out the other day when I thought I saw that man in the house with 
the scythe, but it was only a hanging white cloth and my overactive 
imagination. Phew, it was scary yaar!

So, Atlanta's flying us in but accommodation is on us, so we’re 
hoping to procure some funds for that. The bank will eat us alive 
if we ask them again, lol.

Mama Baba are visiting this week, so yay! xx
-S



Last Moments 1, Mir Dostak, mixed media, 89 x 58 cm, 2017

Last Moments 2, Mir Dostak, mixed media, 89 x 58 cm, 2017



8 November 2016

Diary,
WHAT THE ACTUAL EFF?? EFFING TRUMP WON!!!!?????!!!!!??!
How on EARTH did that happen??? WE'RE ALL OUTRAGED!!!?? IS  THIS  
REAL? IS  THIS  WORLD FOR REAL????? This is shocking and absolutely 
disgusting, what has the world has come to???!!

UGHHHHH THIS  IS  NOT RIGHT

Also, some lunatics got hold of my number and have been calling me 
on and off. Started with stupid messages and then threats regarding 
the documentary. I freaked and called CPLC, they said they'll take 
action. Asad isn't sure how word could have gone out but they seem 
to know some intimate details. I'm like DUH- NOMAN! But Asad told me 
to calm down and stop blaming him for everything :/

EVERYHTING BAD happens at the same time!!
 
BLAH! Our world is going to the dogs xx
-S

10 November 2016

Dear Diary, 
This is getting annoying. Why can't I sleep at night peacefully? I 
feel like I'm always being watched. Wish Mama Baba were back here.
-S

10 December 2016

Dear Diary,
It's finally cold here. Our version of cold, lol. I'm always happy 
in December! But don't know what's up with me. H isn't here for the 
coming two months; he's in Berlin for work. I just feel depressed. Doc 
gave me Xanax for insomnia and I guess it makes things a bit better.

I could swear I heard someone open the locks last night but there 
was no one there. UGH, what is wrong with me? I think Trump's world 
is getting to me, lol. The Team and I are going to Isloo next week for 
our visas. Hope we get them before Trump takes office!!

We are brainstorming for our next film. Noman quit; I think he



understood I don't like him, lol. I asked him about Khwaja Dar 
before he left though, and he just laughed it off saying it was false 
news, that they weren't related. Sara isn't so sure though, nor am 
I. Still getting threats from unknown numbers.
xx
-S

1 January 2017

Dear Diary,
HAPPY NEW YEAR!! Here's to hope, and a better future!!!! 
-S

Bull on Spoon 2, Affan Baghpati, brass, 24 karat gold plated, 8.5 x 5.5 x 0.75 cm, 2017



20 January 2017

DIARY
TRUMP WA S  SWORN IN TODAY. WOW. JUST WOW! :-( WHAT HAVE WE COME TO?

ANDDD

SARA WA S  DAMN RIGHT. GUESS  WHO I SAW AT AMBREENA'S  MASSIVE 
WEDDING LA ST NIGHT. KHWAJA DAR. WITH NOMAN. THEY ARE SO RELATED, 
CLOSELY RELATED. That liar, that snitch. Damn!!!

I don't know what to do. Asad was calming me down but Sara seemed 
angry. She was angry with Asad too for always having favoured 
Noman. And guess what! I got a NOTE OUTSIDE MY HOUSE telling me 
to destroy the documentary or they would destroy me. WTF?? Should 
I register an FIR?? Let me ask Asad. I'm kinda freaked out to be 
honest. How did they get to my place?

H is distant and unresponsive. Can't believe it. Will be back in a 
few weeks so let's see what happens.
Everything in the WORLD seems screwed.

AHHHH xx
-S

Clue Family, Samina Islam, needlework on inkjet print on canvas, 18 x 25.5 cm, 2017



Horse Earrings 2, Affan Baghpati, 925 sterling silver, black enamel, 6.5 x 3.75 cm, 2017

20 February 2017

Diary,
I'm not sure, but I think I'm going crazy. I can't sleep and keep 
seeing things. What's going on?? An overactive imagination??

I've asked the team to meet 4 days a week instead of 6. Oh, and I 
kinda forgot to update, we got our interview call and flew in to 
Isloo last week. All went well I suppose. Explored a bit of the city 
before our evening flight back xx
-S



Bull on Spoon 1, Affan Baghpati, brass, 24 karat gold plated, 3 x 14.5 x 0.75 cm, 2017
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15 March 2017

Dear Diary,
We got our visa. So happy. 

Actually, I'm lying, can't feel much, tbh. H and I don't meet anymore. 
I encounter people who tell me not to release the documentary, 
everywhere. Snarky-looking people. One even came to my house. I don't 
know how he came inside, whispered it to me and then went away. 
The team believed me at first and the police came too, but found no 
evidence. Strange, right? What on earth?

I can't write much because I feel they're watching all the time. I'm 
alone right now so I'm typing quickly.

Okbye xx
-S

17 April 2017

Dear Diary,
The Atlanta Film Festival is close, 23rd May to be exact. I couldn't 
do so myself, so Asad and Sara met with a few companies and 
thankfully we have our funds. I told them to handle the bookings 
too - I can't handle so many things. I have to keep those snarky 
people at bay, keep telling them to get lost - the people who keep 
threatening me. H called after a long time and callously laughed 
when I mentioned this, so I decided to end things. 

Asad and Sara seem worried for some reason. They keep asking me 
such obvious things, it gets annoying. They say, "show us are the 
people who are saying those things to you!" 
I say, "Right behind you, for goodness sake! Are you blind??"
Are they?? I think they are.

Every

19 May 2017

Dear Diary,
Just realised I left my last entry halfway. I think some people were 
calling my name and talking to me so I went to tell them off. They 
told me Khwaja Dar wanted to speak with me and I refused. And then 
they disappeared.

Mama Baba gave me a frantic call for some reason. They said they'd
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be coming to see me as soon as Baba is back from his work trip; 
someone told them I'm not well, and that I had been in the hospital. 
What is going on?? I'm perfectly well, why is everyone lying? I said 
I'm fine thank you, must be Noman or someone playing a prank. How 
did that person get their contact anyway? I'm sure Noman stole it 
from my phone at some point for this reason.

My leg is plastered but I'm not sure what happened. Let me ask Asad xx
-S

22 May 2017

Diary,
The team leaves early today for Atlanta. Sara and Asad are the only 
ones going actually, since I can't move my leg. Those two are being 
so encouraging and kind, assuring me I won't miss out on much. 
They're saying they'll keep me updated, asking me not to be upset. 
But I can't feel anything anyway.

I've decided I'm going to silence all the people who show up 
everywhere unexpectedly and whisper to me, threatening me not to 
release my documentary. They're so ugly, ugh. Will do it before Mama 
Baba arrive so that I have peace of mind. They don't let me sleep xx
-S

23 May 2017

[Blank entry. End of Diary entries]

Clue Guns, Samina Islam, needlework on inkjet print on canvas, 23 x 54.5 cm, 2017



Curator’s Note

What is our fascination with an unsolved crime? Is it the 
excitement of coming up with various theories or guessing 
who the killer is? Is it not knowing the unknown and trying 
to unravel given clues? “Who Killed Shumaila?” is about a 
crime perceived by a group of artists all having a different 

angle on Shumaila’s murder. She can be a mother for one, a 
lover for another or maybe not even a person. Putting a show 
together with a theme, but free for each artist to use their own 

imagination in creating their victim and crime, is something 
very exciting and unusual. The viewer will be confused, 

intrigued and will be guessing throughout the show. There 
is no outcome, for the crime will stay unsolved and the killer 

never found. Each artist has responded in his or her own 
individual and unique way.


